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The Physics of the Higgs-like Boson
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Abstract. The present knowledge on the Higgs-like boson discovered at the LHC is summarized. The data accumulated so far are consistent with the Standard Model predictions and put interesting constraints on alternative
scenarios of electroweak symmetry breaking. The measured couplings to gauge bosons and third-generation
fermions indicate that a Higgs particle has indeed been found. More precise data are needed to clarify whether
it is the unique Higgs boson of the Standard Model or the first member of a new variety of dynamical (either
elementary or composite) fields.

1 Introduction
The data accumulated so far [1–5] confirm the Higgs-like
nature [6–9] of the new boson discovered at the LHC, with
a spin/parity consistent with the Standard Model (SM)
0+ assignment [10–12]. The observation of its 2γ decay mode demonstrates that it is a boson with J , 1,
while the J P = 0− and 2+ hypotheses have been already excluded at confidence levels above 99%, analysing
the distribution of its decay products. The masses measured by ATLAS (MH = 125.5 ± 0.2 +− 0.5
0.6 GeV) and CMS
(MH = 125.7 ± 0.3 ± 0.3 GeV) are in good agreement,
giving the average value
MH = 125.64 ± 0.35 GeV .

Figure 1. SM scalar potential. The Goldstone (~
ϕ) and Higgs (H)
fields parameterize the directions indicated by the arrows.

(1)

2 Standard Model Higgs Mechanism
Although its properties are not well measured yet, it
complies with the expected behaviour and, therefore, it is
a very compelling candidate to be the SM Higgs. An obvious question to address is whether it corresponds to the
unique Higgs boson incorporated in the SM, or it is just
the first signal of a much richer scenario of Electroweak
Symmetry Breaking (EWSB). Obvious possibilities are an
extended scalar sector with additional fields or dynamical
(non-perturbative) EWSB generated by some new underlying dynamics. While more experimental analyses are
needed to assess the actual nature of this boson, the present
data give already very important clues, constraining its
couplings in a quite significant way.
Whatever the answer turns out to be, the LHC findings
represent a truly fundamental discovery with far reaching
implications. If it is an elementary scalar (the first one),
one would have established the existence of a bosonic field
(interaction) which is not a gauge force. If it is instead a
composite object, there should be a completely new underlying interaction.
a e-mail: Antonio.Pich@ific.uv.es

A massless (massive) spin-1 gauge boson has two (three)
polarizations. To generate the missing longitudinal polarizations of the W ± and Z bosons, without breaking gauge
invariance, one needs to incorporate three additional degrees of freedom. The SM adds a complex scalar doublet
#
i
 1 "
0
~ ·ϕ
~ (x) √
Φ(x) = exp σ
, (2)
v
2 v + H(x)
with a non-trivial potential generating the wanted EWSB:
!2
v2
λ
Lφ = (Dµ Φ)† Dµ Φ − λ |Φ|2 −
+ v4 .
(3)
2
4
~ (x) = ~0, the three Goldstone fields
In the unitary gauge, ϕ
are removed and the SM Lagrangian describes massive W ±
and Z fields; their masses being generated by the derivative term in (3): MW = MZ cos θW = gv/2. A massive
scalar field H(x), the Higgs, remains because Φ(x) contains a fourth degree of freedom, which is not needed for
the EWSB. The scalar doublet structure provides a renormalizable model with good unitarity properties.
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Figure 2. SM electroweak fit in the mt –MW plane, with (blue)
and without (gray) the Higgs mass, compared with the direct
measurements of the top and W masses (green) [13].
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Figure 3. Evolution of λ(µ) with the renormalization scale [14].

While the vacuum expectation√value (the electroweak
scale) was already known, v = ( 2G F )−1/2 = 246 GeV,
the measured Higgs mass determines the last free parameter of the SM, the quartic scalar coupling:
MH2
λ =
= 0.13 .
2v2

(4)

As shown in figure 2, the measured Higgs mass is in beautiful agreement with the expectations from global fits to
precision electroweak data [13].
Quantum corrections to MH2 are dominated by positive
contributions from heavy top loops, which grow logarithmically with the renormalization scale µ. Since the physical value of MH is fixed, the tree-level contribution 2v2 λ(µ)
decreases with increasing µ. Figure 3 shows the evolution
of λ(µ) up to the Planck scale (MPl = 1.2 × 1019 GeV),
varying mt , α s (MZ ) and MH by ±3σ [14]. The Higgs
quartic coupling remains weak in the entire energy domain below MPl and crosses λ = 0 at very high energies around 1010 GeV. The values of MH and mt appear
to be very close to those needed for absolute stability of
the potential (λ > 0) up to MPl , which would require
MH > (129.6 ± 1.5) GeV [14, 15] (±5.6 GeV if more conservative uncertainties on the top mass are adopted [16]).
Moreover, even if λ becomes slightly negative at very high
energies, the resulting potential instability leads to an electroweak vacuum lifetime much larger than any relevant astrophysical or cosmological scale. Thus, the Higgs and top
masses result in a metastable vacuum [14, 15] and the SM
could be valid up to MPl . The possibility of some newphysics threshold at scales Λ ∼ MPl , leading to the matching condition λ(Λ) = 0, is obviously intriguing.

3 Higgs Signal Strengths
The data on the Higgs-like boson are conveniently expressed in terms of the so-called Higgs signal strengths,
which measure the product of the Higgs production cross
section times its decay branching ratio into a given final state, in units of the corresponding SM prediction:
µ ≡ σ · Br/(σSM · BrSM ). Thus, the SM corresponds to

Table 1. Measured Higgs Signal Strengths [2, 4, 5].

Decay Mode
H → bb
H → ττ
H → γγ
H → WW ∗
H → ZZ ∗
Combined

ATLAS
0.2 +− 0.7
0.6
0.7 +− 0.7
0.6
1.55 +− 0.33
0.28
0.99 +− 0.31
0.28
1.43 +− 0.40
0.35
1.23 ± 0.18

CMS
1.15 ± 0.62
1.10 ± 0.41
0.77 ± 0.27
0.68 ± 0.20
0.92 ± 0.28
0.80 ± 0.14

Tevatron
1.59 +− 0.69
0.72
1.68 +− 2.28
1.68
5.97 +− 3.39
3.12
0.94 +− 0.85
0.83
1.44 +− 0.59
0.56

µ = 1. Table 1 summarizes the present ATLAS [2], CMS
[4] and Tevatron [5] results. The new boson appears to
couple to the known gauge bosons (W ± , Z, γ, Ga ) with
the strength expected for the SM Higgs. A slight excess
of events (2σ) in the 2γ decay channel is observed by ATLAS, but the CMS data no-longer confirm this trend. The
global LHC (world) average,
µ = 0.96 ± 0.11

(0.98 ± 0.11) ,

(5)

is in perfect agreement with the SM.
The sensitivity to the different Higgs couplings is increased disentangling the different production channels:
gluon fusion (GG → tt¯ → H), vector-boson fusion
(VV → H, V = W, Z) and associated V H or tt¯H production. At the LHC, the dominant contribution comes from
the gluon-fusion mechanism which gives access to the top
Yukawa. Evidence for vector-boson fusion production has
been already reported with a significance above 3σ. Complementary information is provided by the Tevatron data,
specially in the V H → Vbb̄ mode.
The agreement of the measured Higgs production
cross section with the SM prediction confirms the existence of a top Yukawa coupling with the expected size.
Moreover, it excludes the presence of additional fermionic
contributions to gluon-fusion production. A fourth quark
generation would increase the cross section by a factor of
nine, and much larger enhancements (∼ 4T R2 /T F2 ) would
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Figure 4. GG → H production through a heavy fermion loop.
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Figure 5. One-loop contributions to H → γγ.

2

,

(6)

where κW and κt denote the HW + W − and Htt¯ couplings in
SM units, and CNP accounts for any additional decay amplitude beyond the SM. An enhanced rate with respect to
the SM prediction (κW = κt = 1, CNP = 0) could be obtained either flipping the relative sign of the W ± and top
amplitudes (κW κt < 0) or through an additional contribution with CNP < 0. Many models have been discussed to
explain the 2γ excess in this way, but the present disagreement between ATLAS and CMS does not allow to extract
significant conclusions.
Taking world averages (LHC and Tevatron) for the
Higgs signal strengths in the different decay and production channels, the SM provides a perfect description of
the experimental data. A fit to the measured rates gives
MH = (124.5 ± 1.7) GeV [20], which agrees with the value
extracted from the peak position in Eq. (1). The fermionic
(τ, b, t) and bosonic (W ± , Z) couplings of the H boson
seem compatible with a linear and quadratic, respectively,
dependence with their masses, scaled by the electroweak
scale. Fitting the data with the parameterization
λf

√  m f 1+
= 2
,
M

 2(1+) 
 M

= 2  V1+2  ,
M

(7)

M = 244 +− 20
10 GeV ,

(8)

gHVV

leads to [21]
 = −0.022 +− 0.042
0.021 ,

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

1.2

1.4

a

result from exotic fermions in higher-colour representations, coupled to the Higgs [17]. Thus, the present Higgs
data exclude a fourth SM generation [5, 18, 19], while
exotic strongly-interacting fermions could only exist provided their masses are not generated by the SM Higgs [17]
(or with fine-tuned cancelations with scalar loops).
The decay H → γγ occurs in the SM through intermediate W + W − and tt¯ triangular loops, which interfere destructively. Therefore, it is sensitive to new physics contributions such as the charged-scalar loop shown in figure 5.
The decay width roughly scales as
Γ(H → γγ) ∼ −8.4 κW + 1.8 κt + CNP

0.2

Figure 6. Two-parameter fit to the Higgs signal strengths, at 68%
(orange), 90% (yellow) and 99% (gray) CL [22].

in excellent agreement with the SM values  = 0 and M =
v = 246 GeV. Thus, H has the properties expected for a
Higgs-like particle, related with the EWSB.
Figure 6 [22] shows an equivalent two-parameter fit
in terms of the more usual a = κV and c = κF parameterization of the bosonic and fermionic couplings in SM
units; i.e., the HW + W − and HZZ couplings of the SM
are rescaled with a common factor a and all fermionic
Yukawas are multiplied by c. One obtains [22],
a = 1.01 ± 0.07 ,

c = 0.97 +− 0.20
0.17 .

(9)

The SM point a = c = 1 is right at the center of the 68%
CL region. A second solution with a flipped Yukawa sign
appears only at 99% CL; the confidence level of this solution increases to 68% if only the ATLAS data is included
in the fit, owing to the enhanced H → γγ rate.

4 Two-Higgs Doublet Models
Two-Higgs-doublet models provide a minimal extension
of the SM scalar sector that naturally accommodates the
electroweak precision tests. The enlarged scalar spectrum contains one charged (H ± ) and three neutral (ϕ0i =
{h, H, A}) Higgs bosons. In full generality, one can choose
a basis in the scalar space so that only the first doublet
acquires a vacuum expectation value, playing the role of
the SM scalar doublet with one Higgs-like CP-even neutral field (S 1 ) and the 3 Goldstones. The second doublet
contains the H ± boson and two neutral fields, one of them
CP-even (S 2 ) and the other CP-odd (S 3 ). The neutral mass
eigenstates ϕ0i = Ri j S j are defined through an orthogonal
rotation matrix R, which is determined by the scalar potential. In the limit of CP conservation, R reduces to a
dimension-2 rotation of angle α̃, mixing the CP-even states
S 1 and S 2 , and A = S 3 .
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5 Custodial Symmetry
It is convenient to collect the SM Higgs doublet Φ and its
charge-conjugate Φc = iσ2 Φ∗ into the 2 × 2 matrix
!
1
Φ0∗ Φ+
Σ ≡ (Φc , Φ) =
= √ (v + H) U(~
ϕ) ,
−
0
−Φ
Φ
2
(12)
where the 3 Goldstone bosons are parameterized through
i

~ ·ϕ
~ (x) .
U(~
ϕ) ≡ exp σ
(13)
v

Figure 7. Allowed 68% and 90% CL regions in the yhu –yhd plane
[22, 23], within the CP-conserving A2HDM. The small black
areas correspond to the usual type II model at 90% CL.

Since gϕ0i VV = Ri1 gSM
HVV , the strength of the SM gauge
coupling is shared by the three neutral scalars:

2
g2hVV + g2HVV + g2AVV = gSM
.
(10)
HVV
Therefore, the gauge coupling of each scalar is predicted to
be smaller than the SM one (gAVV = 0 if CP is conserved).
Generic multi-Higgs doublet models give rise to unwanted flavour-changing neutral-current (FCNC) interactions, through non-diagonal couplings of neutral scalars
to fermions. The tree-level FCNCs can be eliminated, requiring the alignment in flavour space of the two Yukawa
matrices coupling to a given right-handed fermion state.
The Yukawa couplings of the aligned two-Higgs-doublet
model (A2HDM) [24] are fully characterized by the three
complex alignment parameters ς f ( f = u, d, `), which provide new sources of CP violation. For particular (real)
values of ς f , one recovers the usual models with natural
flavour conservation, based on discrete Z2 symmetries.
Let us assume the 126 GeV boson to be the lightest neutral state h. Neglecting CP-violation effects, its
fermionic and gauge couplings are given, in SM Higgs
units, by
κ f = yhf = cos α̃ + ς f sin α̃ ,

κV = cos α̃ .

(11)

A global fit to the Higgs data [22, 23], obeying the known
flavour constraints [25], results in four possible regions in
the (yhu , yhd , yh` ) space, which in figure 7 are projected into
the plane yhu –yhd . Since the H ± contribution to h → 2γ
has been assumed to be negligible, the fit requires the top
and W ± amplitudes to have the same relative sign as in the
SM; i.e., κt ≡ κu and κV are forced to have identical signs.
Moreover, | cos α̃| > 0.80 at 90% CL. The figure shows
also how the allowed regions shrink in the particular case
of the type II model (ςd,` = −1/ςu = − tan β), usually
assumed in the literature and realized in minimal supersymmetric scenarios. This clearly illustrates that there is
a much wider range of open phenomenological possibilities waiting to be explored. The couplings of the missing Higgs bosons H ± , H and A, and therefore their phenomenology, are very different in each of the allowed regions shown in figure 7 [22, 23].

Dropping the constant term λv4 /4, the SM scalar Lagrangian (3) takes the form
i λ  h
i
2
1 h
Lφ =
Tr (Dµ Σ)† Dµ Σ −
Tr Σ† Σ − v2
2
16
h
i
v2
=
Tr (Dµ U)† Dµ U + O(H/v) .
(14)
4
This expression makes manifest the existence of a global
SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R symmetry (Σ → gL Σ g†R , gX ∈ SU(2)X )
which is broken by the vacuum to the diagonal SU(2)L+R .
The SM promotes the SU(2)L to a local gauge symmetry,
while only the U(1)Y subgroup of SU(2)R is gauged; thus,
the SU(2)R symmetry is explicitly broken at O(g0 ) through
the U(1)Y interaction in the covariant derivative. The second line in (14), without the Higgs field, is the generic
Goldstone Lagrangian associated with this type of symmetry breaking, which is responsible for the successful generation of the W ± and Z masses. The same Lagrangian
describes the low-energy chiral dynamics of the QCD pi~ → ~π.
ons, with the notational changes v → fπ and ϕ

6 Strongly-Coupled Scenarios
The recently discovered boson could be a first experimental signal of a new strongly-interacting sector: the lightest state of a large variety of new resonances of different types as happens in QCD. Among the many possibilities (technicolour, walking technicolour, conformal technicolour, higher dimensions . . . ), the relatively light mass
of the discovered Higgs candidate has boosted the interest
on strongly-coupled scenarios with a composite pseudoGoldstone Higgs boson [26], where the Higgs mass is protected by an approximate global symmetry and is only
generated via quantum effects. A simple example is provided by the popular SO(5)/SO(4) minimal composite
Higgs model [27, 28]. Another possibility would be to
interpret the Higgs-like scalar as a dilaton, the pseudoGoldstone boson associated with the spontaneous breaking of scale invariance at some scale fϕ  v [29–32].
The dynamics of Goldstones and massive resonances
can be analyzed in a model-independent way by using a
low-energy effective Lagrangian based on the known pattern of EWSB, SU(2)L ⊗ SU(2)R → SU(2)L+R . To lowest
order in derivatives and number of resonance fields [33],
!
h
i
v2
2ω
L =
Tr (Dµ U)† Dµ U 1 +
H
(15)
4
v
h
i
h
i
FA
FV
+ √ Tr Aµν f−µν + √ Tr Vµν f+µν + · · ·
2 2
2 2
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1 One requires the validity of the two Weinberg sum rules [37], which
are known to be true in asymptotically-free gauge theories. The results
are slightly softened if one only imposes the first sum rule, which is also
valid in gauge theories with non-trivial ultraviolet fixed points.

0.4

0.2

MV
T

The first term gives the (gauged) Goldstone Lagrangian,
plus their interactions with the SU(2)L+R singlet Higgslike particle H. For ω = 1 one recovers the Hϕϕ vertex of the SM; i.e., the SM Higgs coupling to the gauge
bosons (ω = a = κV ). The effective Lagrangian also incorporates the lightest vector and axial-vector resonance
multiplets Vµν and Aµν with masses MV and MA . The FV
and F A terms couple these resonances with the gauge and
Goldstone fields through f±µν .
We have already seen in Eq. (9) that the LHC data
requires ω to be within 10% of its SM value. A much
stronger constraint is obtained from the measured Z and
W ± self-energies [33–35], which are modified by the presence of massive resonance states coupled to the gauge
bosons. The effect is characterized by the so-called
oblique parameters [36]; the global fit to electroweak precision data determines the values S = 0.03 ± 0.10 and
T = 0.05 ± 0.12 [13]. S receives tree-level contributions
from vector and axial-vector exchanges, while T is identically zero at lowest-order (it measures the breaking of
custodial symmetry).
Imposing a good short-distance behaviour of the effective theory,1 the tree-level contribution to S is determined
by the resonance masses. The experimental constraint
on S implies that MV,A are larger than 1.8 (2.4) TeV at
95% (68%) CL. Thus, strongly-coupled models of EWSB
should have a quite high dynamical mass scale. While this
was often considered to be an undesirable property, it fits
very well with the LHC findings which are pushing the
scale of new physics beyond the TeV region. It also justifies our approximation of only considering the lightest
resonance multiplets. The NLO contributions to S from
ϕϕ, Vϕ and Aϕ loops are small and make slightly stronger
the lower bound on the resonance mass scale [33].
Much more important is the presence of a light scalar
resonance with MH = 126 GeV. Although it does not contribute at LO, there exist sizeable HB (Hϕ) loop contributions to T (S ), which are proportional to ω2 (B is the
U(1)Y gauge field). Figure 8 compares the NLO theoretical predictions with the experimental bounds [33]. At
68% (95%) CL, one gets ω ∈ [0.97, 1] ([0.94, 1]), in nice
agreement with the present LHC evidence but much more
restrictive. Moreover, the vector and axial-vector states
should be very heavy (and quite degenerate); one finds
MA ≈ MV > 5 TeV (4 TeV) at 68% (95%) CL [33].
These conclusions are quite generic, since only rely
on mild assumptions about the ultraviolet behaviour of
the underlying strongly-coupled theory, and can be easily
particularized to more specific models. The dilaton coupling to the electroweak bosons corresponds to ω = v/ fϕ ,
which makes this scenario quite unlikely. More plausible
could be the pseudo-Goldstone Higgs identification. In the
SO(5)/SO(4) minimal models, ω = (1 − v2 / fϕ2 )1/2 [27, 28]
with fϕ the typical scale of the Goldstone bosons of the

0.0

-0.2

Ω
-0.4

-0.4

-0.2
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0.2

0.4

S

Figure 8. NLO determination of S and T . The grid lines correspond to MV values from 1.5 to 6.0 TeV, at intervals of 0.5 TeV,
and ω = 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1. The arrows indicate the directions
of growing MV and ω. The ellipses give the experimentally allowed regions at 68%, 95% and 99% CL [33].

strong sector, which is then tightly constrained by electroweak (and LHC) data.
Thus, strongly-coupled electroweak models are allowed by current data provided the resonance mass scale
stays above the TeV and the light Higgs-like boson has
a gauge coupling close to the SM one. This has obvious
implications for future LHC studies, since it leads to a SMlike scenario. A possible way out would be the existence
of additional light scalar degrees of freedom, sharing the
strength of the SM gauge coupling as happens in (weaklycoupled) two-Higgs-doublet models.
Values of ω , 1 lead to tree-level unitarity violations
in the scattering of two longitudinal gauge bosons. The
present experimental constraints on ω imply already that
the perturbative unitarity bound is only reached at very
high energies above 3 TeV. Unitarity violations could also
originate from anomalous gauge self-interactions, which
are again bounded by collider data [38]. A recent study
of the implications of unitarity in the strongly-interacting
electroweak context has been given in Ref. [39].

7 Discussion
The successful discovery of a boson state at the LHC
brings a renewed perspective in particle physics. The new
boson behaves indeed as the SM Higgs and its mass fits
very well with the expectations from global fits to precision electroweak data. Thus, the SM appears to be the
right theory at the electroweak scale and all its parameters
and fields have been finally determined. In fact, with the
measured Higgs and top masses, the SM could be a valid
theory up to the Planck scale.
However, new physics is still needed to explain many
pending questions for which the SM does not provide satisfactory answers. A proper understanding of the vastly
different mass scales spanned by the known particles is
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missing. The dynamics of flavour and the origin of CP violation are also related to the mass generation. The Higgslike boson could be a window into unknown dynamical
territory. Thus, its properties must be analyzed with high
precision to uncover any possible deviation from the SM.
The present data are already putting stringent constraints
on alternative scenarios of EWSB and pushing the scale of
new physics to higher energies. How far this scale could
be is an open question of obvious experimental relevance.
If new physics exits at some scale ΛNP , quantum corrections of the type δMH2 ∼ g2 /(4π)2 Λ2NP log (Λ2NP /MH2 )
could bring MH to the heavy scale ΛNP . Which symmetry keeps MH away from ΛNP ? Fermion masses are protected by chiral symmetry, while gauge symmetry protects
the gauge boson masses; those particles are massless when
the symmetry becomes exact. Supersymmetry was originally advocated to protect the Higgs mass, but according
to present data this no-longer works ‘naturally’. Another
possibility would be scale symmetry, which is broken by
the Higgs mass; a naive dilaton is basically ruled out, but
there could be an underlying conformal theory at ΛNP . Dynamical EWSB with light pseudo-Goldstone particles at
low energies remains also a viable scenario. Future discoveries at the LHC should bring a better understanding
of the correct dynamics above the electroweak scale.
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